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Abstract: Association rule mining is interesting area of data mining research which discovers correlations
between different item sets in a transaction database. Efforts have been made for efficient hiding of sensitive
association rules, but these techniques do not consider the consequences such as loss of information, lost
rules and increase in ghost rules production. In this paper, we propose improved genetic algorithm architecture
with a new fitness function for hiding sensitive rules by reducing loss of information, lost rules and generation
of ghost rules. Different datasets have been used for experimental analysis. The results show the superiority
of our work over the existing techniques.
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INTRODUCTION techniques are used to preserve such confidential

The procedure of retrieving the secrete information [2-7].
from large data is called as data mining. Organizations The genetic algorithm (GA) is a probabilistic
such as customer relationship management (CRM), searching mechanism using the Darwinian principle which
telecommunication industry, financial sector investment transforms an initial population into new population called
trends, web technologies, demand & supply analysis, as offsprings using crossover and mutation.
direct marketing, health industry, e-commerce, stocks & GA is initiated with a set of solutions called
real estates, understanding consumer research marketing, population  which  is  represented  by  a  chromosome.
e-commerce and product analysis generate huge amount New population is generated by using the solutions of the
of data.This massive quantity of data holds useful unseen old population and supposed that the new population will
knowledge or confidential information. Using data mining be superior to the old population. The new offsprings for
approaches, we can discover the useful information. reproduction are selected the same process is repeated
Agarwal et al. [1] introduced association rules which is a until some condition is contented [8].
common technique of data mining for the purpose of
revealing  useful   hidden   information   from  dataset. Related Work: Wang et al., [10] introduced pattern
This technique is popular in discovering behavior from inverse tree (PI tree). This technique is use to hide
large datasets. Market basket data analysis is a popular informative association rules, the least association rule set
example of this kind. Association rule mining is a dual that carry out the similar guess as the entire association
step process. In step 1, Algorithm is used to identify rule rest by confidence precedence. The side effects in
frequent k-itemsets In step 2, association rules are derived term of hiding failure, lost rules and ghost rules are
from the frequent k-itemsets [1]. Furthermore, a rule is high.W. K. Wong, David W. Cheung [11] discussed the
called sensitive if its discloser threat is greater than a user security and integrity of Association Rule
specified threshold. In addition, sensitive rules contain Mining.Cryptography approach in enforcing data security
confidential data that we do not want to release to is adopted. Two common approaches K-anonymity &
community. Privacy preserving data mining PPDM Data   perturbation    are    used   to   ensure   security  and

information or restrictive patterns  from  illegal  entrance
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integrity of association rules mining [11]. Clifton et al. [12] limit the scope of this approach. Vessilios et al. [18]
discussed the security and privacy implication of data discussed the issues regarding privacy preserving
mining in a broad scale in order to achieve privacy association rules. In this research, the author introduce
preserving in data mining. They presented the idea of five algorithm techniques namely algorithm 1.a, 1.b, 2.a,
limiting access to the database, eliminate unnecessary 2.b, 2.c. Duraiswamy et al. [19] proposed an method
grouping, augmenting data, audit and fuzzy data. In this called SRH (Sensitive rule Hiding) in the domain PPDM.
research they did not propose any specific algorithm. According to this approach a rule is called sensitive rule
Yuhong et al. [9] proposed a reconstruction base that contain sensitive item in the RHS (Right Hand Side)
technique in the domain of privacy preserving association of the rule. This approach adds together sensitive rules in
rules. In this research, a new method, called FP- tree, was to a cluster. The hiding failure of this approach is high
introduced for inverse frequent set mining. This technique because it is unable to hide sensitive rules that contain
fails to hide each sensitive association rules and also fall sensitive item in both sides.This method provides more
short to control the ghost rules and lost rules side effects. side effects in the form of ghost rules and lost rules.
Chieh et al. [13] discussed greedy approach for privacy Wang et al. [20] introduced two methods,increase
preservation of association rules [2]. In this approach two support of the LHS (ISL) and decrease support of RHS
different methodologies are used for hiding sensitive rules (DSR). Here blocking technique (replace a value with
and  transactional  retrieval  engine  based  on  FCET unknown?) is used to hide sensitive predictive
index tree are combined and the frame work is proposed. association rules. Similarly, a sensitive predictive
The author claimed that there are drawbacks in the association rule is defined as a rule in which the predictive
proposed system. These drawbacks are removed through set consist sensitive items on the left hand side of the
the rule hiding procedure all the sensitive rules are hidden rule.Generally, the proposed technique based on support
and generated no false rules,and this procedure is and confidence. The performance of the algorithms
performed without any limit in term of scalability of evaluate with Saygin et al. [21] method. The proposed
database size and it generate no extra ordinary rules and algorithms need little number of databases scanning.
thus causes no hiding failure. E.Poovammal & Moreover the approach proves more side effects in term
M.Ponnavaikko [14] discussed task independent of lost rules. Similarly,Gupta et al. [22] discusses the
technique for privacy preserving association rules. A task problem of fuzzy association rule hiding derived from
based privacy preserving algorithm is developed, which computed data.A lot of research is performed to hide
secure the information, confidentiality and effectiveness boolean association rules. This technique based on
of the data.This technique comparing with any privacy support and confidence framework. The performance of
preservation technique, no information loss and several this approach is better in term of hiding failure and
numbers of sensitive elements can be hold. transaction modification. Stanley et al. [23] proposed a

A new algorithm for carry out helpful PPDM actions frame work for privacy in mining frequent itemset. In this
while preserving data of the underlying data base is research, taxonomy of algorithm: Naïve algorithm,
developed by Igor et al. [15]. This mathod is efficient Minimum Frequent Item Algorithm (MinFIA), Maximum
against the information fraudulence due to the PPDM Frequent Item Algorithm (MaxFIA) and Item Grouping
sanitization. This technique yields helpful information Algorithm (IGA) were introduced. Zhang et al. [24]
without neglecting the confidentiality of data holders. proposed a TAR algorithm (transaction adding and
Chih-Chia et al. [16] proposed a novel algorithm called removing)  for   hiding   sensitive    association   rules.
FHSAR, for  fast  hiding  sensitive  association  rules. This algorithm performs two procedures, adding weak
The schem can hide at all known SAR by scanning the association transaction (WAT) and removing strong
database at once time.This will minimize the processing association transaction (SAT). The main limitation of this
time.The goal of the technique is to convert the original approach is single rule hiding and high side effect in term
database into release database D’,in which none of the of lost rules and ghost rules.The method proposed by
SAR is derived and the side effects are minimized.Remesh Modi et al. [25] addressed privacy preservation in
et al. [17] discusses the problem  of  sensitive  association association. In this approach a new heuristic, called
rule hiding. However, this approach did not mention decrease support of right hand side item or rule clusters
about the modified database D’, from which the sensitive (DSRRC) were  introduced  in  the  domain  of  PPDM.
association rules may not derived. These side effects will This  approach  uses  distortion;  replacing  1s   by  0s and
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vice versa, as a modification technique. The proposed Proposed Scenario: Privacy preserving data mining
technique  generates  lost  and  ghost  rule  side  effects.
A novel algorithm named ADSSI (Advanced Decrease
Support of Sensitive items) discussed the problem PPDM
[26]. Introduced to preserve privacy for sensitive
association rule in database.This approach is the advance
version of DSSI (Decrease Support of Sensitive Items)
proposed by Chang et al. [27]. The DSSI algorithm can
completely hide SAR with the side effects of few non
sensitive association rules wrongly hidden. The goal of
the ADSSI algorithm is to change the original dataset D
into sanitized dataset D’, in which none of the SAR is
derived and the side effects in term of lost rules and ghost
rules are minimized. Besides the support and confidence
of association rules, Malik et al. [28] have proposed other
measure in the domain of PPDM. In this approach they
define five measures namely correlation, Coefficient,
Laplace, kappa and J-Measure. They presented that these
measures are better in result as compare to conventional
support and confidence frame work. Naeem et al. [29]
have proposed a novel architecture in the domain of
PPDM. The technique is only applicable on dataset
whose attributes not more then 26. The authors claim that
this technique does not create ghost rules side effects.
The side effects in term of lost rules are still available. M.
Naderi Dehkordi et al. [9] proposed a novel method for
hiding SAR using genetic algorithm. This technique
based on the traditional support and confidence
framework. In this approach four fitness strategies are
used namely  Confidence  based  fitness  strategy,
Support based fitness strategy, Hybrid fitness strategy
and Min-Max fitness strategy for the specification of
fitness function. All these fitness strategies based on
weighted  sum  function.  In  this   paper  authors claim
that  we  minimize  the  number of lost rules and ghost
rules with minimum modification in the original dataset,
but number of lost rules and ghost rules are not
mentioned.

Problem Description: Lot of research has been carried
out on hiding sensitive rules using variety of techniques
as given in literature. Most of the techniques focused on
hiding sensitive rules but doesn’t consider minimization
of loss  of  information,  lost  rule  and  ghost  rules.
PPDM using genetic algorithm [9] gives good results for
sensitive rules hiding, but does not consider minimization
of penalties in response of the applied technique.
Therefore an improved fitness function is required to be
developed which can guide genetic algorithm to hide
sensitive rules while minimizing the above mentioned
three penalties.

techniques are based on sensitive rules hiding. Most of
the techniques are suffering from penalties such as hiding
failure (rule hiding distance), lost rules, ghost rules and
loss of information.These consequences played an
important role in the motivation of the development of
proposed architecture. In the proposed architecture we
are trying to minimize the aforementioned issues. We are
using genetic algorithm approach to preserve privacy in
association rules. The proposed frame work is shown in
Fig 1.

Fitness Function: Fitness is a measure of suitability or
success of chromosomes. It measures the suitability of
survival and reproduction of a genome. The fitness of an
organism is measured by success of the organism in its
life [9].The fitness function is defined over the genetic
demonstration and determine the excellence of the
represented solution. The fitness function is always
probem depende.Parameters of proposed fitness function
are Max of Hiding sensitive rules; Min lost rules, Min loss
of information and Min ghost rules. The fitness functions
of the existing and proposed frame works are calculated.

Hiding Failure (HF): Hiding Failure (HF) quantify the
fraction of the sensitive patterns that remain exposed in
the released dataset. It can be defined as the portion of
the limited association rules to become visible in the
released database divided by the all of those appearing in
the original dataset. Formally, it can be computed by the
equation 1.

(1)

where |A| denotes total number of sensitive association
rules exposed in the released (sanitized) dataset D. |B|
corresponds to sensitive association rules presented in
the novel dataset D.

Loss of Information (LI): Some rules are to be modified
during rules hiding process due to this modification some
information is to loss. Therefore it is called loss of
information. So we can write as;

Loss of Information = Number of Data Items Modified
D. Lost Rules (LR)

This measure quantifies the percentage of the non-
restrictive association rules which are hidden as a side-
effect of the sanitization process. It can be calculated by
the equation 2.
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Table 1: Datasets for experimentation

Total No Total No Missing
Datasets of Instances of Attributes Instances

Synthetic 10000 8 None
Zoo 101 18 None

Table 2: Experimentational results

|D| SAR MST (%) MCT (%) LRs GRs

10000 4 7 0.35 0.75 1 0
6 4 0.35 0.65 0 1
1 6 0.35 0.75 1 0
7 4,6 0.30 0.65 2 1

101 9 13 0.65 0.85 1 2
9 8 0.58 0.65 0 1
13,9 10 0.58 0.58 2 0
9 10,13 0.58 0.65 1 1

Table 3: Performance measurements

Dataset
--------------------------------------------------------
Synthetic Zoo
-------------------------- ---------------------------
Dehkordi Dehkordi

Factors et al. Proposed et al. Proposed

Rule Hiding Distance 4 2 4 1
Lost Rules 8 1 3 0
Ghost Rules 5 0 6 0
Loss of Information 6 1 7 1

Lost Rules = abs (|NSAR  – NSAR|) (2)’

where |NSAR| is the number of all non-sensitive
association rules in the novel dataset D and |NSAR’| is the
number of those non-sensitive association rules revealed
in released (sanitized) dataset D’. It is noticeable that
there presence a compromise of the ignore cost and the
hiding failure, as the abundant sensitive association rules
are necessary to keep, the rules secrete, the most valid
association rules are likely to be ignore.

Ghost Rules (GR): This measure which is also known as
artifactual rules is a quantifier of the fraction of the
discovered association rules that are non genuine and
artifact.  This  measure  is  computed as shown in
equation 3.

(3)

where |B| is the number of association rules exposed in the
novel database D and |A| is the number of association
rules expoaed in released (sanitized) dataset D’.

Fig. 1: Proposed framework for sensitive rules hiding

Fig. 2: Synthetic dataset

Proposed Fitness Function:

Fitness Function =
W * Rule Hiding Distance + W *Number of Lost Rules +1 2

W * Number of Ghost Rules + W * Number of3 4

Modifications

where W +W +W +W  = 11 2 3 4

For the validation of our proposed model, we have
implemented it by using two datasets i.e. Synthetic
dataset and Zoo dataset. [http://mlearn.ics.uci.edu/
databases]

Table 2.describes the association rules generated
from frequent k-itemsets before and after sanitization.
During this hiding process no ghost rules are generated
Initially, Sensitive Association Rule SAR, Minimum
Supporting Threshold MST, Minimum Confidence
Threshold MCT and original dataset pass to proposed
framework.
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Table 4: Fitness values of the proposed technique
Synthetic Dataset Zoo Dataset Synthetic Dataset Zoo Dataset

Number of Generations Fitness Value Fitness Value Number of Generations Fitness Value Fitness Value
10 3.5 4.1 110 1.4 2.2
20 3.3 3.9 120 1.3 2.0
30 3.1 3.6 130 1.2 1.8
40 2.9 3.5 140 1.1 1.7
50 2.6 3.3 150 1 1.6
60 2.5 3.1 160 1 1.5
70 2.2 2.8 170 1 1.5
80 2.0 2.7 180 1 1.5
90 1.7 2.5 190 1 1.5
100 1.6 2.2 200 1 1.5

Fig. 3: Zoo dataset dataset. Experimental results reveal remarkable reduction

Fig. 4: Fitness graph of synthetic dataset D.C, USA.

Fig. 5: Fitness graph of zoo dataset data mining”, In CRYPTO, pp: 36-54.

CONCLUSION

Association rules mining and hiding without causing
any consequences like loss of information, rules and
generation of ghost rules, is a real challenge for the
research community in the field of data mining. In this
work, we have presented novel approach for hiding
sensitive association rules with very minimum loss of
information, lost rules and reduced ghost rules, by
improving traditional genetic algorithm. The proposed
fitness function calculates fitness value of each
transaction that modifies some transactions in original

in the aforementioned consequences which outperforms
the existing counterpart. In future work we would like to
extend the approach by applying advanced privacy
preserving techniques and revolutionary approaches to
the sensitive rules.
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